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1) provided lots of extra sections, review sections, and was always at office hours.

2) One of the best TAs I have had in college. He is extremely helpful.

3) Should have ways of solving problems more figured out before section. I was in the first section and he seemed to not know how to solve the problems before trying to do them and it wasted a lot of time and confused me. By the second section he seemed to have the process under control and therefore helped with more problems, making the second section students helped better. But overall he's a good TA. Very nice and cool.

4) Strongly, strongly recommended! Went WAY out of his way to make sure all students understood the material; stayed late after office hours before midterms, held extra review sessions, and was always just plain excited about math. I much preferred his teaching to the professor.

5) Great TA.

6) He is just simply awesome and I wish you guys can make him a teacher since he is doing a much better job compare to my professor.

7) The grading of homework is retarded. Sometimes you get everything right and you end up with a D.

8) Veryyy good TA, goes above and beyond for his students - very committed!!! better than the professor.

9) Section usually doesn’t start on time and ends late. Other than that, extremely helpful. Franklin knows his stuff, and it shows. Office hours are always packed, but I’m pretty sure they’re saving my grade right now.

10) Franklin is a great TA and puts in more hours than required to do a thorough job of explaining the material.

11) the TA saved the course! The professor was a bit confusing and distributed the information way too quickly. The TA allowed re-grades, and gave us snippets of information to help us learn the intricate proofs along the way. Emphasized the learning of the material over anything else.

12) Franklin is a great TA, he presents the material in a simple, understandable way.

13) Sooo helpful. Franklin does everything he can to help us understand the material, and even stays after hours if he can. Great TA!